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Abstract 
Methanol is a flexible key component for several 

alternative fuels. It can be produced from Bio-methane 

which can be gained from sustainable and renewable 

sources. A catalytic method for direct partial oxidation 

of methane to methanol using molecular oxygen at low 

temperatures was developed in order to produce 

methanol in a green and environmentally friendly way. 

This research is focusing on copper zeolite catalysts 

which were found to be active for this catalytic 

oxidation reaction. It was found that the catalytic 

performance of methane oxidation is influenced by 

several factors such as catalyst preparation techniques 

and diverse pre-treatment steps.  

 

1. Introduction 
Methane can be obtained from renewable sources 

through anaerobic digestion of organic matter. Methane 

is very symmetric which results in extremely high C-H 

bond stabilities. Activating these bonds requires high 

activation energies. Stopping the oxidation and 

releasing the formed methanol from the catalyst surface 

are challenging problems.  

Currently, methanol is synthesized via an indirect 

selective two-step process using syngas, which is costly 

and energy consuming. In nature, the C-H bond in 

methane can be oxidized in mild conditions using 

methane mono-oxygenase enzymes. One of these 

enzyme families contains a di-copper complex. The aim 

of this work is to develop a new catalytic method for 

this reaction and mimic this highly active di-copper 

complex. Indeed, from current reported literature, 

copper catalysts supported by zeolites seem to be 

relatively promising for this partial catalytic oxidation 

reaction [1]. 

 

2. Experimental 
 

2.1. Catalyst Preparation and Characterisation 
Catalysts were prepared using two different aqueous ion 

exchange techniques: single exchange with pH-change 

and multi exchange. Copper acetate was used as a 

precursor salt and different zeolites as support.  

Metal loadings were measured by Atomic Absorption 

Spectroscopy (AAS). For determining the oxidation 

state of copper and structure identification, X-ray 

Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) was used. 

 

2.2. Catalyst Testing 
The experiments were carried out using a gas test rig. 

The catalyst was calcined and pre-treated in an oxygen 

stream. To stabilise the reactive intermediate the 

catalyst was cooled to 50 °C and heated to reaction 

temperature [2]. Then O2 was removed and after its 

disappearance, CH4 was introduced at the reaction 

temperature. Post reaction, either dry or wet desorption 

was performed. The desorbing gases were continuously 

monitored via an online mass spectrometer (MS). Dry 

desorption was carried out using a dry helium stream 

while heating to 400 °C to desorb the total oxidised 

product CO2. For wet desorption, a wet helium stream 

was introduced under isothermal conditions to desorb 

methanol.  

 

3. Results and Discussion 
As influencing factors for the direct oxidation of 

methane to methanol several factors were investigated: 

catalyst preparation, calcination and the introduction of 

a second metallic species to the catalyst.   

For the aqueous ion exchange two different procedures 

are compared: the single exchange with pH change and 

multi exchange. A copper loading of around 4 wt% was 

achieved with both techniques. From testing, the multi 

exchanged catalyst was found to be more active. XPS 

results represent the Cu(I):Cu(II) ratio of the multi 

exchanged and pH modified catalyst before and after 

reaction. The most active catalyst, has higher levels of 

Cu(I) indicating that this may be important for high 

activity.  

After preparation catalysts are calcined either ex-situ in 

air or in-situ in different oxygen concentrations. Results 

show that in-situ calcined catalysts show higher product 

amounts compared to ex-situ calcined catalyst.  

 

5. Conclusions 
Similar metal loadings, achieved through different 

preparation procedures show different effects on the 

product yields. Calcination studies found that the 

reaction is more efficient when the catalyst is calcined 

in-situ. 
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